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This study involves the creation and analysis of a geographical information system 

(GIS) database depicting six cOlillties of southeasterll Kansas, the analysis of stream-gage 

records, and field observations to determine potential chert gravel sources and the 

hydrology involved in transpOlting these gravels into the lower Neosho River to replenish 

gravel bars. The GIS, IDRISI, was used to create several maps depicting upland chert 

gravel sources, 10w-telTaces, and t100dplain alluvium in the vicinity of and surrounding the 

lower Neosho River and its main tIibutmies. Stream-gage records taken at the lola gaging 
,\ 

station, water budget years 1917 - 1992, were analyzed to determine the peak annual 

discharge for each year and the mean annual flood for the lower Neosho River before and 

after John Redmond Reservoir. The areal coverages of local upland chert gravels, low-

terrace sediment, and floodplain alluvium were detelmined using IDRISI. Field 

observations were noted on the typical channel and gravel bar features of the lower 

Neosho River. 

The flooding behavior of the lower Neosho River has changed significantly since 

the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir. The lower Neosho River had a mean 

annual flood close to bank-full flow before the reservoir, and after the reservoir the mean 



annual Hood was reduced to well below bank-full How. This means the lower Neosho 

River has stabilized since the impoundment of the reservoir and no longer floods on a 

regular basis. 

Chert gravels, derived from upstream sources in the Flint Hills region, formerly 

replenished the gravel bars and riffles on the lower Neosho River due to frequent flooding 

events. Now, John Redmond Reservoir acts as an absolute barrier to the transportation of 

tractive sediment downstream. The only chert gravel sources with the potential to enter 

the lower Neosho River channel are from the low-terrace and Hoodplain alluvium. The 

upland chert gravels are not a viable source due to their high and remote topographic 

positions above and away from the river valley. The lack of floods of magnitude, bank-full 

or out-of-bank, has significantly reduced the erosion of channel bank:-; and bed. Therefore, 

the chert gravels entering and replenishing downstream gravel bars and riffles are a finite, 

non-renewable resource. The threatened Neosho madtom, Noturlls placidlls, catfish 

species uses riffles as a habitat. The dredging of rink-bars 011 the I'lwer Neosho River 

would significantly affect the catfish species because of the lack of chert gravels entering 

the river channel to replace the extracted gravels. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO TOPIC AND PROBLEM
 

Problem Statement: 

This study emphasizes the hydrology involved in the transportation and deposition 

of chert gravel sediment and the ability of chert gravel sources to supply the lower Neosho 

River to replenish gravel bars. The study covers six counties of southeastern Kansas: 

Allen, Anderson, Coffey, Neosho, Woodson, and Wilson coullties (Fig. 1). The access is 

examined for chert gravel to migrate via tributaries, channel erosion, t100ding events, and 

weathering out of hill tops and high terraces into the lower Neosho River basin. 

Chert Gravel: 

There are three plausible chelt gravel sources with potential to supply the lower 

Neosho River channel and replenish gravel bars. Most or these gravel sources are well-

documented and plentiful. The problem is the ability of gravel from these sources to gain 

access to the liver channel itself. 

The headwaters of the Neosho River originate in the Flint l-Iills region providing a 

rich source of chert gravel to replenish gravel bars, but a balTier exists to the gravel ever 
.' 

reaching the lower Neosho River channel. Since John Redmond Reservoir was 

impounded in 196J, it has provided a man-made obstacle to the transportation and 

deposition of chert gravel into and within the lower Neosho River channel. Chert gravel is 

pebble and cobble sediment that becomes trapped at the reservoir and settles to the 

bottom of it. Only fine sediment, such as the size of soil colloids, flow into the lower 

Neosho River channel from the base of John Redmond Reservoir. 
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Fig. 1. Map of the six-county study region of southeastern Kansas. Asterisks 

denote the counties of the study region. The lower Neosho River originates at the base of 

John Redmond Reservoir in Coffey County and meanders through southeastern Kansas. 

The headwaters of the Neosho River, the Cottonwood and Neosho Rivers, originate from 

the Flint Hills region. Triangles denote gravel bar sites CAber and Byerley 1994b). 
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The Olpe and Kenoma-Olpe complex soil series consist of old upland alluvial chert 

gravels. These chert gravels are located on high ten'aces and are an abundant source 

within the study region. There are two problems with the ability of these chert gravels to 

become reworked into the lower Neosho River channel to replenish gravel bars. First, 

these gravels are located high above and far from the Neosho River and its main 

tributaries. Second, chert is resistant to any form of erosion or weathering, which 

prevents the gravels from being removed and transported from their present positions into 

the river channel. 

The chert gravel sources within the low terraces surrounding the modern valley 

floodplains and basal alluvial fill underneath the modern valley tloodplains have direct 

access to the lower Neosho River channel to replenish gravel hars. The chert gravels that 

constitute the low terraces and basal alluvial fill enter the river via meander migration and 

channel erosion by the main river. The problem is that this gravel source is poorly 

documented by soil survey reports. Therefore, it is difficult Lo determine the abundance or 

lack of gravel constituting these soils. 

The lower Neosho River originates at the base of a large catchment area, John 

Redmond Reservoir in Coffey County, and extends through southeastern Kansas (Fig. I). 

The headwaters of the Neosho River, the Neosho and Cottonwood Rivers. originate from 
,\ 

the Flint Hills region (Fig. 1). Meander migration and channel erosion by the main river 

and iL<; associated tributaries within the Flint Hills region provide for an ample source of 

chert gravel which is transported downstream. The transportation of chert gravel 

sediment is restlicted downstream by numerous low-water dams and the John Redmond 

Reservoir. These man-made controls on the flow of the river have prevented the natural 

transportation and deposition of chert gravel downstream, The chert gravel is transported 

downstream to the reservoir and subsequently settles to the bottom of it. No sediment the 

size of chert gravel is ever transported downstream from the base of the reservoir into the 

lower Neosho River channel during normal flow conditions. It is only dUling a flooding 
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event, when the river reaches bank-full or leaves its banks, that the river generates enough 

velocity to transport sediment the size of chert gravel downstream to replenish gravel bars. 

The gravel bars within the lower Neosho River channel, all of which have a large 

chelt content, are dynamic features heavily influenced by the geomorphic features within 

the channel itself. These gravel bars are stationary landforms as evidenced by topographic 

maps dating back to the 1970's. Three representative gravel bars at different sites were 

researched and documented for this study to determine similiarities and differences among 

the gravel bars of the lower Neosho River channel. The three sites chosen to study gravel 

bars within the lower Neosho River channel were Burlington, Neosho Fal b, and Humboldt 

(Fig. 1). 

Neosho Madtom and Dredging Operations: 

The natural habitat for the native Ka.nsas catfish Neosho mad to111 , NO/llms 

placidus. are the rimes that accompany the chert gravel bars or the lower Neosho River 

channel and other rivers of this region. The Neosho madtol11 is a threatened catfish 

species drawing a lot of political attention lately in an attem pt to save it and its habitat. In 

an attempt to save the few remaining populations of Neosho mad tom, the Kansas 

Department of Wildlife and Parks has imposed a ban on the dredging of all the rivers in 
,\ 

southeastern Kahsas. 

In the past, dredging operations have extracted gravels from the lower Neosho 

River channel and elsewhere for commercial use. The primary commercial use for chelt 

gravel is for road maintenance and construction purposes. This is a cheaper method of 

obtaining gravel as compared to extracting gravel from other sources such as high-terrace 

or hill-top gravels or quarrying limestone. 
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Problem Solving: 

The goal of this study is to provide geologic and hydrologic information that 

details the origin, transportation, and deposition of cheli gravel in the vicinity of and 

surrounding the lower Neosho River of southeastern Kansas. This goal has been 

accomplished utilizing va110us research methods and tools. GIS data bases were created, 

stream-gage records were analyzed, and field observations were conducted to acheive this 

goal. 

Several GIS data bases were created to reach this goal. The GIS data bases depict 

potential chert gravel sources within the six-county study region and their accessibility to 

the modem lower Neosho River valley. The GIS data bases show the interrelationship 

among the hydrologic, geologic, and geographic features of the six-county study region. 

Another goal of this study is to analyze the stream-gage records taken at the lola 

gaging station, located in the middle of the study region, to determine how effective John 

Redmond Reservoir is in controlling the flooding behavior of the lower Neosho River 

channel. During a tlooding event is the only time chert gr:lvcl sediment enters the river via 

channel erosion of the alluvial soils that compose the banks and bed or from one of the 

u'ibuta11es to replenish gravel bars. Also, during a flood gravel bars are dismantled and 

their sediment u'ansported downstream to other locations. 
,\ 

The goal of the field study, conducted March of 1994, was to observe three 

representative gravel bar sites within the lower Neosho River channel. This involved the 

study of gravel bars and channel characteristics of the lower Neosho River. Also, the 

riffles associated with the gravel bars were studied to determine suitable habitats for the 

Neosho madtom. 

Statement of Significance: 

This study is significant in providing a detailed understanding of the origin, 

transportation, and deposition of chert gravel seJiment within the lower Neosho River 
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basin. The GIS data bases depict the sites of the hill-top and high-ten'ace chert gravels, 

the alluvial soils surrounding the lower Neosho River channel present on the modern 

valley low terraces and floodplains, and the main hydrologic features throughout the six

county study region. The GIS software is utilized to quantitatively determine the areal 

coverages of mapped alluvial soils and gravel sources. The stream-gage records are the 

basis for quantitative analysis of the flooding behavior of the lower Neosho River before 

and after the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir. The flooding behavior of the 

lower Neosho River is clUcial to this study because it is only during a Hood that the 

channel canies enough discharge to rework chert gravel already presenl within the channel 

and to uncover chert gravel within the banks and basal alluvial fill surrounuing and 

underneath the modern river valley. Field observations provide physical evidence for 

gravel bar composition, placement within channel, local influences surrounding and within 

the river channel, typical bar feature.s, ami size dislribuliun, lexlure, gmwlh, and culur 

patterns for gravel sediment. 
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CHAPTER TWO. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Body of Literature: 

The body ofresearched literature involved three topics: 1. The origin and the 

depositional pattem of hill-top and high-ten'ace chert gravel deposits within the modern 

drainage basin of the lower Neosho River of southeastern Kansas; 2. The hydrology 

involved in the transportation and deposition of chert gravel sources in the lower Neosho 

River to replenish gravel bars; 3. The rime and bar sequences that provide a habitat for 

the Neosho madtom in the modern lower Neosho River. 

Search Strategy: 

The search strategy involved research at the William Allen White Library at 

Emporia State University and the science library at the University of Kansas in Lawrence. 

The search strategy at the William Allen White Library involved interlibrary loans, a 

MAINFRAME DIALOG System search, government documents, periodicals, and 

scholarly journal articles peltaining to chert gravel origins and the hydrology involved in 

their transpOltation and deposition in Kansas. The data base lIsed for the MAINFRAME 
,\ 

DIALOG System search is GEOREF. The science libra.Jy at the University of Kansas was 

used to research books, govemment documents, and scholarly journal atticles on chert 

gravel oIigins in Kansas and the hydrology involved in their transportation and deposition. 

The unpublished theses pertaining to chert gravels located in the Physical Science office at 

Emporia State University were used as references for further chert gravel studies. 

Hill-Top and High-Terrace Chert Gravel Sources of Southeastern Kansas: 

The chelt gravel deposits located on the high-terraces and hill-tops in the vicinity 

of the modem lower Neosho River valley of southeastern Ka.Jlsas are a potential source 
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for gravel bar replenishment. The locations of these widespread gravel deposits above the 

modem valley provide the potential for gravel to be reworked into the river channels by 

erosion. The locations, origins, and ages for these hill-top and high-terrace chert gravel 

sediment deposits in eastern Kansas, including the southeastern study region, have been 

well documented for the following drainage basins: Cottonwood, Verdiglis, Neosho, 

Marais des Cygnes, and Walnut (Frye and Leonard 1952; Frye 1955; Bayne and Fent 

1963; Seevers and Jungmann 1963; Abel' 1985, 1988, 1992; Aber and Johnston 1990). 

These chert gravel deposits are located on the hill tops and high terraces constituting the 

Olpe, Olpe-Dennis, and Kenoma-Olpe soils of southeastern Kansas as evidenced by 

county soil survey reports (Fleming et al. 1978. 1982; Sallee 1977; Swanson 1982, 1989; 

Swanson and Googins 1977). Abel' (1985) stated the upland chert gravel deposit'; rest on 

the Lower Pelmian bedrock of the Flint Hills region and to the east on Upper 

Pennsylvanian bedrock of the Osage Plains, particularly along the Cottonwood and 

Neosho valleys. 

One of the earliest studies attributed the chert grave! deposition of southeastern 

Kansas to glacial action or drift. The geologist, Mudge, who was quoted in a study 

written by Parker (Mudge in Parker 1884), called the chert gravel "modified dlift" in 

context with its proposed glacial origin. In an earlier study by Mudge (1875). he 

hypothesized that the chelt gravels and the presence of erratic quartz and quartzite pebbles 

within them in eastern Kansas were due to glacial mellwalers thal had transported the 

gravels and pebbles into the region. Wooster (1934) also attlibuted the presence of this 

combination of chert gravels and elTatic quartz and quartzite pebbles to glacial meltwaters 

that transported the sediment into eastern Kansas via the McPherson valley. The 

geographic location for Parker's (884) study was around Burlington. Kansas, which is 

located at the beginning of the study region at the mouth of the lower Neosho River in 

Coffey County. 
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Aber (1985) discussed several problems with the glacial theory. The age of the 

chert gravels found in east-central and southeastern Kansas is attributed to the late 

Tertiary, that does not correspond with the dates for the Kansan glaciation that reached 

northeastern Kansas. There is no plausible answer for the diversion of glacial meltwater 

into the McPherson valley because it is topographically higher than the southwestem limit 

of the Kansan glacier. The mineralogy of the elTatic quartzite pebbles in east-central and 

southeastern Kansas is different from quartzites of northeastern Kansas, but corresponds 

with sources in western Kansas. 

The age determination for the chert gravel <.Jepo~il~ of east-central an<.J 

southeastern Kansas is problematic. The chelt gravel deposits of eastern Kansas lack 

suitable fossils or material for radiometric dating (Aber 1985). Therefore, the method for 

determining the late Tertiary age of the chert gravel deposits of east-central and 

southeastern Kansas is by their high topographic positions above the modern valleys (Frye 

and Leonard 1952). The age assigned to these uplan<.J chert gravel deposits is the Pliocene 

(Bayne and O'Connor in Zeller 1968). Frye and Leonard (1952) observed that when chert 

gravel deposits and their cOITesponding elevations are traced eastward from the Flint Hills 

region, the gravel deposits increase in their elevation above the modern valleys until tlley 

reach a peak i~ Anderson County. Frye (1955) noted the elevation of chert gravel 

deposits in easternmost Anderson County reaches 75 m (250 feet) above the modern 

valley noors. 

Another early geologist, West (1885), desclibed the origin of the chert gravel 

deposits in eastern Kansas as an effect of the submergence of southeastern Kansas under a 

shallow sea. The conditions surrounding the origin of the Upper Pennsylvanian bedrock 

of eastem Kansas was a shallow sea during the Carboniferous Period. This is evidenced 

by the abundance of IDaline fossils within the stratigraphy of this bedrock. This 

hypothesized origin for the chelt gravel deposits is unfounded. The chert gravels lack a 

fossil record. The age of the chert gravel deposits is the late Tertiary not the 
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Carboniferous Period, according to nearly all later studies. Also, the linear pattern of the 

chelt gravels and the manner in which these gravel deposits min'or modem river valleys 

within the region are proofs of the deposits alluvial origin (O'Connor 1953; Frye 1955; 

Aber 1985). 

Chert gravel deposition in eastem Kansas was explained by HawOlth (1896) and 

Wooster (1914) as the direct result of the weathering of cherty limestones that were once 

present within southeastem Kansas. They believed peneplain erosion had OCCUlTed. The 

cherty limestones had naturally eroded away at their site of origin, retreating west into the 

Flint Hills region, leaving behind the more resilient chert component of the limestones. 

Wooster (1914) believed a specific chelty limestone fOlmation, the Wreford Limestone 

currently found in the Flint Hills region, was at one time present in e,lslern Kansas and hall 

undergone peneplain erosion leaving behind the abundant chert gravel deposits as it 

backwasted westward to its present position ill the Flinll-lills regioll. 

Since the 1950's there has been a consensus among geologisL,> that the chert gravel 

deposits of eastern Kansas are alluvial in origin (O'Connor 1953: Frye 1955; Abel' 1985: 

Law 1986; Krueger 1993). O'Connor (1953) observed that the linear pattern of upland 

chert gravel deposits of east-central Kansas follows the upper portions of the modern 

Neosho and VerdigIis drainage basins, but not the southern pOitions of these drainage 
" 

basins. The chert gravel deposits are more widespread in Coffey and Anderson Counties 

than the other four counties of the study region. He observed that the pattern of chert 

gravel deposition and the-path of the modern Neosho and Verdigris drainage basins 

trended to the southeast to the point where gravel deposits veer east toward Missouri, 

while the rivers continued southeastward. 

Frye (1955) accepted and elaborated on the concept of the alluvial deposition of 

the chert gravels that follow the upper pOltions of the modem drainage basins of east-

central Kansas. He discovered that the upland chert gravel deposits in Anderson County 

were on a drainage divide between the Missouri and Arkansas drainage basins. He 
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hypothesized the river system that deposited these old alluvial cheli gravels followed the 

Missouri instead of the Arkansas drainage basin such as the modern Neosho River 

presently does. 

Abel' (1985) proposed a preglacial liver system he named the "Old Osage River" to 

explain the alluvial deposition of the chelt gravels in eastern Kansas. He proposed the 

source of the chelt gravel was the cherty li'mestones of the Flint Hills region, but the Flint 

Hills were not a barrier to drainage. The "Old Osage River" flowed west to east over the 

Flint Hills transpOlting and depositing chert gravel sediment along with elTatic quartz and 

quartzite pebbles from the High Plains of western Kansas. Previously, the Flint Hills wa..<; 

thought to be a major barrier of Tertiary drainage between central and eastern Kansas 

(Frye and Leonard 1952; Frye 1955; Bayne and Fent 1963). Seevers and Jungmann 

(1963) had discussed Tertiary drainage across the Flint Hills region, but had not 

demonstrated how it was accomplished. 

Law (1986) substantiated Aber's (1985) data concerning a major drainage basin 

that flowed from west to east over the Flint Hills into east-central Kansas. He calculated 

pebble and cobble roundness values of data taken from samples extending from Chase into 

Anderson Counties and detelmined the larger and less rounded sediment was closer to the 

headwaters located 
,\ 

to the west. He also determined the gradient for this drainage basin by 

plotting the elevation of gravels and calculated that the gradient was similiar to the modern 

gradient of the Neosho River. 

Krueger (1993) further studied the chert gravel deposits associated with the 

proposed "Old Osage River" that flowed through east-central Kansas. She noted an 

a.Symmettical pattern of deposition for the gravels in Chase County as noted in gravel 

studies of other counties in eastern Kansas (Law 1986; Sleezer 1990; Aber 1992). After 

studying chert gravel deposits and their corresponding elevations, she proposed that a 

tributalY to the north joined with the main stem and another tributary joined with the main 

stem of the "Old Osage River" in southem Coffey County. The tributary that joined with 
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the main stern of the river in southern Coffey County exhibited a drainage pattem similiar 

to the modern Neosho and Cottonwood Rivers. She concluded by hypothesizing that the 

main stern of the river continued to flow in a southeastward di.rection, exiting the state of 

Kansas towards Oklahoma instead of Missouri as previously suggested and proposed 

(O'Connor 1953; Frye 1955). 

Channel Bank and Bed Chert Gravel Sources of·the Modern Valley: 

A central aspect of this study is to determine the ability of possible chert gravel 

sources surrounding and within the alluvial channel banb and bed of the lower Neosho 

River to enter into the channel to replenish gravel beds. Under normal flow conditions the 

alluvial channel banks and bed of a liver erode at a slow rate depending upon the hydraulic 

geometry of that reach of the river. Leopold and Maddock (1953) defined hydraulic 

geomeuy as the interrelationship of the width, depth, velocity, scdilllclltioad, ~;Iopc, ami 

discharge of water, the slope, resistance, and roughness ()f the bed, and the cohesivcncss 

of the sUlTounding banks to create the geometric pattern of a given reach within a river 

channel. Leopold and Maddock explained two of the general erodibility characteristics of 

channel banks and bed in relation to hydraulic geomeu'y as follows ( 1953:52): 

The increased bed shear in a wide shallow reach having a given velocity promotes 

a tendency to scour. A naLTOW deep reach of the same velocity is apparently 

characterized by less shear on the bed but greater shear on the bank. 

. Leopold et at. (1964) discussed the ability of a reservoir, such as John Redmond, 

to trap 95 to 99 percent of the sediment that previously passed through, lower peak 

discharges, and increase base flow. Osterkamp and Hedman (1981) documented the 

consequences of regulating the lower Neosho River. There was a marked reduction in 

channel width downstream from John Redmond Reservoir just a decade after it was 
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impounded, all stoppage of sediment the size of pebble and cobble gravels at the reservoir 

dam, and the possibility of channel degradation downstream. By calculating the mean 

discharge of the liver and active channel width from examining the stream-gage records of 

a given reach they determined the Neosho River is stable and highly regulated. 

Channel degradation is a direct result of reservoir dams. Channel degradation 

occurs downstream in a regulated river due to the increase in baseflow and loss of coarse 

sediment such as chert gravel pebbles to replenish the gravel bars and bed (Leopold et af. 

1964; Osterkamp and Hedman 1981). The bed is lowered due to the loss of sediment 

downstream from the dam and the channel banks cave in due to the increase in baseflow 

discharge. Therefore, channel degradation creates a narrower, deeper channel less prone 

to bank-cutting and meander migration. Osterkamp and Hedman (1981) did not observe 

any obvious downstream channel bank and bed degradation on the Neosho River because 

many reaches of this river flow on bedrock and more time needed to elapse before the 

signs of degradation were evident. They hypothcsizeu uownslream channel bank and bed 

erosion did and would occur where alluvium was found. 

Channel bed build-up or unTIoring occurs upstream within proximity of the 

reservoir dam due to a leveling of the slope within that reach (Leopold et of. 1964). The 

reduction in peak flows negate the regulated rivers ability to transport larger and coarser 
,\ 

sediment such as pebble and cobble gravels downstream. Instead, the roughness of the 

upstream channel bed creates an unTIOling effect in which the larger and coarser sediment 

becomes trapped and accumulates while the finer and smaller sediment is transported 

downstream. 

The channel banks of the lower Neosho River are cohesive and typical of other 

channel banks of the eastern half of the United States (Leopold and Wolman 1957). They 

are composed of fine-grained sediment such as silt and clay (Osterkamp and Hedman 

1981) and many roots from vegetation and large trees. Only large f100lls arc capable of 

tearing out cohesive banks with a strong root matrix (Leopold and Wolman 1957). 
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Floods are the most rapid agents for the erosion of alluvial channel banks and bed, 

floodplains, and low telTaces. The floodplains and low terraces surrounding river valleys 

are eroded by flood waters and meander downcutting by river channels (Leopold et al. 

1964). During flooding events the banks and bed of an alluvial stream are scoured and 

with considerable rapidity the sediment derived from this action creates a sediment-iich 

flow within the channel (Leopold and Maddock 1953; Hedman et ai. 1974). Leopold and 

Wolman (1957) described what a powerful agent of erosion a large Oood is on channel 

banks, in which a single high now can affect more change in channel shape in the direction 

of increasing width than many succeeding days of lower flow. 

By studying channel width and flood discharges taken at stream-gaging stations, 

Wolman and Leopold (1957) hypothesized floods that reach bank-full cause the most 

erosion to supply sediment such as chelt gravel downstreanl to replenish gravel bars. 

They decided the banks eroded the mostrapidly when the river rose to bank-full and when 

it receded back to bank-full from the .sulTounding floodplain. III simi liar sludies by 

Hedman et ai. (1974), it was detetmined in Kansas the most erosive floods appear to be 

over the bank not bank-fulL 

The best way to study the tlooding behavior of a river is by following the standard 

principles of stream hydraulics (Davis and DeWiest 1966: Richards 1(82). This is the 

analysis of a complete and 10ng-telID stream-gage record for a given cross-sectional reach 

of a river. The tlooding behavior of the cross-sectional reach is determined by the mean 

annuaiflood which is the average of maximum annual discharges for a given time period 

(Richards 1982). 

. The flooding behavior may be determined for periods before or after the 

impoundment of a reservoir. In Kansas, the stream-gaging stations only operated 

sporadically until the 1920's when a more consistant system was incorporated (Burns 

1971). Therefore, a complete stream-gage record exists for most regulated Kansas rivers 

before and after rivers, such as the lower Neosho, were impounded for reservoirs. Jordan 
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and Hedman (1970) determined the percentage of en'or in the annual runoff computed 

from a typical gaging station in Kansas as follows: 44 percent for 5 years of record, 30 

percent for 10 years of record, and 20 percent for 25 years of record. In Kansas, the more 

complete and long-term a stream-gage record is the more accurate it should be. 

Riffles and Bars: 

Riffles and gravel bars have characteristic channel features. Leopold et al. (1964) 

studied gravel bar, liffle, and pool sequences in meandering gravel river systems, such as 

the lower Neosho River, and made several observations. They found riftles are chutes 

fOlmed over gravel bars and pools are positioned between the bars. Gravel sediment 

transported downstream settles into either rinks or roo1s according 10 sediment sii'.e 

distribution, channel obstacles or geometry, and streamtlow characteristics. The smaller 

pebbles and sand settle into pools and the larger pebbles and cobbles sctLie inLo rilllcs 

(Leopold et al. 1964; Richards 1982). Rimes and bars are considered relatively stationary 

features, in which accreted sediment migrates slowly through and is lost downstream 

(Leopold et al. 1964). Braided, meandeling, and straight natural channels all exhibit riffles 

and bars spaced at intervals of 5-7 channel widths (Leopold and Wolman 1957; Leopold et 

al. 1964; Richards 1982). During a reconnaissance survey, Edds (1993) assumed that 

riffles and bars on the lower Neosho River also would be spaced at intervals of 5-7 

channel widths. However, subsequent field studies have shown in meandering streams, 

such as the Neosho River, the norm is for selective bank erosion and point-bar or berm 

development (Leopold and Wolman 1957; Leopold et al. 1964; Hedman and Kastner 

1972; Richards 1982). Richards (1982) noted that the coarser sediment composed the 

upstream pOltions of gravel bars and the finer sediment downstream. 

The threatened Neosho madtom catfish uses chert gravel riffles of the lower 

Neosho River as a habitat. The Neosho madtom prefers shallow-water riffles that consist 

of loose and rounded chert gravels free of fine-matrix sediment (Cross ]967; Cross and 
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Collins 1975). The dredging of the gravel bars and associated riffles of rivers such as the 

lower Neosho have threatened the Neosho madtom habitat. Leopold et al. (1964) 

provided a solution to the dredging of fish habitats. The fish habitats may be maintained 

by providing artificial gravel bars and associated riffles, 5-7 width intervals apart. Gravel 

may be artificially deposited within the appropriate interval widths in a river channel and 

after a few flooding events the gravel bars and riftles will stabilize to become suitable fish 

habitats. 

+ 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
 

Introduction to Data Base: 

The data base consist.s of various geographic information relating to chert. gravel 

origin and the hydrology involved in the transpoltation and deposition of the gravels 

within the lower Neosho River basin southeastem Kansas. The six counties of 'the 

southeastem Kansas study region are: Allen, Anderson, Coffey, Neosho, Woodson, and 

Wilson Counties (Fig. 1). Data bases depicting the six-county study region or 

southeastern Kansas and its key geologic and hydrologic features were created and 

CJuantitativelyanalyi'.eJ. A quantitative analysis of stream-gage recorJs taken at the lola 

gaging station was conducted. Field observations of the typical gravel bar and channel 

features found within the lower Neosho River basin were peltormeJ. 

Soil Survey Report.s: 

Soil survey reports were obtained from the United States Department of 

Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, for Allen, AnJerson, Coffey, Neosho, Woodson, 

and Wilson Counties (Fleming et al. 1978, 1982; Sallee 1977; Swanson 1982, J989; 
.' 

Swanson and Googins 1977). These surveys depict the old alluvial upland Olpe, Olpe-

Kenoma and Olpe-Delmis, and the modern low-ten'ace and t100dplain soil series within 

and sun'ounding the major drainage basins. These reports provide a detailed description 

of all the soil series within the political boundaries of each representative county. Soil 

surv.ey reports consist of 1 : 20,000 scale section maps of entire counties. The advantage 

of these section maps are that every soil series is delineated within the political boundaries t 

of the county and their physical relationships to the drainage systems are depicted. In 

addition, the soil survey reports provide infOlmation on classifications, uses, slopes, and 
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management practices of all the soil series within the counties. The section maps provide 

a gray-tone two-dimensional perspective to the study region without contour lines. 

The soil survey reports were used to highlight the three categories of soil series 

with alluvial origins. The three categOl;es of alluvial soil series are grouped as follows 

(Aber and Byerley, 1994a): 

Soils of floodplains in major valleys (Fig. 2): 

Ivan Series Osage Series 

Lanton Series Verdigris Series 

Soils of low terraces in major valleys (Fig. 3): 

Dennis Series Mayes Series 

Hepler Series Okemah Series 

Kenoma Series Summit Series 

Leanna Series Woodson Series
 

Mason Series
 

Soils of high-ten'ace and hill-top gravel (Fig. 4):
 

Olpe Series Kenoma-Olpe Series
 

Olpe-Dennis Series
 

The hill-top and high-ten-ace Olpe, Kenoma-Olpe, and Olpe-Dennis soil series 

consist of a well-documented and potentially abundant source of old alluvial chert gravel 

sediment (Fig. 4). The t100dplain and low-ten'ace soils surrounding and within the major 

drainage basins of the region are alluvial or stream deposited soils, but are not a well

documented source of chert gravel. It is assumed the t100dplain (fig.2) and low-ten'ace 
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Fig. 2. Typical soil patterns of the Verdigris-Osage association, found on the 

t100dplains of the drainage basins of the southeastern Kansas study region. Taken from 

Fleming et ai. (1978, fig. 5). 

• 
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Fig. 3. Typical soil patterns of the Woodson-Kenoma-Dennis association, found 

on low terraces sUlTounding the drainage basins of the southeastern Kansas study region. 

Taken from Swanson (1989, fig. 3). 

+ 
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Fig. 4. Typical soil patterns of the Kenoma-Olpe association, found on the high 

ten'aces and hill tops of the southeastern Kansas study region. Taken from Swanson 

(1982, fig. 8). 

+ 
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(Fig. 3) soils of the study region consist of a small, but unknown amount of gravel 

sediment 

The Olpe soil series and a couple other variations of this soil series are located 

throughout the study region. The Olpe soil series and variations of it are found on the hill 

tops and high terraces of the study region with slopes ranging from 2 to 15 percent and 

are formed in gravelly old alluvium with some loess (Fleming et ai. 1978, 1982; Sallee 

1977; Swanson 1982, 1989; Swanson and Googins 1977). In Neosho County, the Olpe 

soil series is mapped in association with low-terrace soils and is called the 01pe-Dennis 

association (Fleming et al. 1982). In Wilson County, the Olpe soil series is also mapped in 

association with low-terrace soils and is called the Kenoma-Olpe association (Swanson 

1989). In Allen County, the Olpe soil series is predominantly found without an 

association and is called the 01pe soil series (Fleming et al. 1978). In Anderson, Coffey, 

and Woodson Counties, the Olpe soil series is found both with and without an association 

with the low-terrace Kenoma soils and is called the Olpe soil series at some sites and the 

Kenoma-01pe soil series at other sites (Sallee 1977; Swanson 1982; -Swanson and Googins 

1977). The typical description of the Olpe soil series is adapted from the Soil Survey of 

Neosho County, Kansas (Swanson 1982): 

Al-- 0 to 25 cm (0 to 10 inches); very dark brown (lOYR 212) gravelly silt 

loam, dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) dry; moderate fine granular 

structure; slightly hard, friable; many fine roots; 15 percent rounded chert 

pebbles; medium acid; gradual smooth boundary. 

Bl-- 25 to 36 cm (10 to 14 inches); dark brown (7.5YR 312) gravelly silty 

clay loam, brown (7.5YR 4/2) dry; moderate medium granular structure; 

hard, firm; many fine roots; 20 percent rounded chert pebbles; medium 

. acid; gradual smooth boundary. 
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B2lt-- 36 to 66 cm (14 to 26 inches); dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) very 

gravelly silty clay loam, reddish brown (5YR 5/4) dry; moderate fine 

subangular blocky structure; very hard, very firm; common fme roots; 70 

percent rounded chert pebbles; slightly acid; gradual smooth boundary. 

B22t- 66 to 91 cm (26 to 36 inches); dark brown (7.5YR 4/4) very gravelly 

silty clay, strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) dry; moderate fine subangular blocky 

structure; very hard, very firm; few fine roots; 80 percent rounded chert 

pebbles; medium acid; gradual smooth boundary. 

B3t--- 91 to 152 em (36 to 60 inches); mixed yellowish red (5YR 4/6) and 

strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) very gravelly silty clay, yellowish red (5YR 5/6) 

and reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) dry; few fine faint very pale brown (10YR 

7/3) mottles; weak fine subangular blocky structure; very hard, very firm; 

few fine black concretions; 80 percent rounded chert pebbles; medium acid. 

The highlighted low-terrace, floodplain, and hill-top and high-terrace soils were 

transposed from the soil survey I : 20,000 maps to 1 : 24,000 scale topographic maps of 

the entire six-county study region. The small difference in scales between the soil survey 

maps and the topographic maps did not cause difficulty in relation to the transposition of 
,\ 

the locations of the different soil groupings to the topographic maps. The chert gravel 

locations were transposed to the topographic maps by hand. 

The 1 : 24,000 scale topographic maps for the entire six-county study region were 

purchased from the Kansas Geological Survey in Lawrence, Kansas. Each of the 

topographic maps makes up one quadrangle of the study region. The quadrangles are all 

named after some significant geographic feature found within the map such as the largest 

center of population. The major advantage of these quadrangles are the highly visible 

displays of geographic, geologic, and hydrologic features. The number of quadrangles 

that make up the study region is 64 (see Appendix A). •
 
•
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Steps and Procedures for the GIS Vector Data Base: 

A geographical infOlmation system (GIS) was used to create a data base consisting 

of a series of computer generated maps depicting the spatial features of the six-collnty 

study region and a corresponding attLibute data base that differentiates the vatious features 

such as chert gravel deposits, low-ten'ace, and floodplain soils. A GIS data base is 

essential in displaying and quantitatively analyzing the peltinent features of the study 

region. A GIS is the combination of a computer hardware and software package with 

many functions that include collecting, storing, retrieving, analyzing, and displaying spatial 

infoImation from the real world (Burrough 1986). /DRISI is the GIS software package 

used in the Emporia State University Geospatial Laboratory. The director of the lORTST 

Project, 1. Ronald Eastman (1992:3), states: 

lORISI is a grid-based geographic information and image processing system 

developed by the Graduate School or Geography al O;lrk Universily. It is 

designed to provide professional-level geographic research tools on a low-cost 

non-profit basis. Since its introduction in ]987, IORISI has grown to become the 

largest raster-based microcomputer GIS and image processing system on the 

market. 
" 

A map digitizing system called TaSCA was used for data entry purposes. TaSCA 

is the universal and specialized digitizing software package distlibuted with, but 

independent of IDRISI. TaSCA has the capability to take existing paper maps and 

conveIt them into digital fOIm (Eastman 1992). Also, the TaSCA software package 

exhibit'i several impOitant editing functions for existing digital maps. 

Six individual 1 : 100,000 metric scale county maps plus all the chert gravel, low

terrace, and floodplain soils, the major hydrologic featui'es, and the largest centers of 

population within the counties delineated on the 1 : 24,000 scale topographic maps were 
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digitized. The UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) grid, zone 15, was utilized to create 

a vector data base of the southeastern Kansas study region. The 1 : 100,000 metlic scale 

county maps were used as base maps to digitize from. 

The digitizing process involved in the creation of the vector data base was 

multifaceted. All of the spatial features of interest delineated or present on the 1 : 100,000 

county or 1 : 24,000 quadrangle topographic maps were digitized and assigned a specific 

attribute value to differentiate the individual features (Table 1). The topographic base 

maps were taped to the digitizing table, the minimum and maximum x and y UTM 

projection coordinates were demarcated on the maps, entereu into the TOSCA program, 

and served as control points that TOSCA checked for en·ors. 

A mouse was used to digitil'.e the features or intcrcst orf oj' the base maps. The 

mouse records the xly positions of point locations on the base maps in the established 

UTM plane coordinate system. During this process these pointlocatiolls also appear Oil 

the computer screen. Therefore, this is an interactive process involving the user. digitizing 

table and mouse, and computer. 

The output data derived from the digitizing process is always in the vector format. 

The various forms of vector output data are lines, polygons, and points (Fig. 5). All 

,\. 

Features Values 

Major Hydrologic Features: 

Political Boundaries: 2 

Most Populated City: 3 

Upland Chert Gravel: 5 

Floodplain Alluvium: 6 

Low-Terrace Alluvium: 7 

Table 1. Categories of digitized features and their assigned attribute values. 
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vectors have a beginning node and an ending node that may be joined with other vectors 

creating larger and more intricate vectors. An example of this procedure was the six line 

files created for each county to exhibit their major and intricate drainage features. These 

line flles are composed of many lines joined by nodes. 

Many vector files were created and saved using TaSCA. The files were 

predominantly saved as polygon fIles under specific groupings for all six counties of the 

study region: alluvial hill-top and high-ten-ace soils consisting of chert gravels, alluvial 

low-ten'ace and floodplain soils, political boundaries, and the centers of largest human 

populations. Each of the six COllnties hall one line rile saved penaining to their major 

hydrologic features. 

TaSCA has the capability to append or join files. Therefore. the many polyg.on 

files created from digitizing the features on the topographic quadrangles were appended to 

form three separate file groupings for each county: alluvial high-terrace and hill-lop chell 

gravels, low-terrace, and floodplain soils. Also, all the digiti/,cd features I'rom both the 

county and quadrangle topographic maps were appended according to various groupings 

to form comprehensive files of the entire study region of southeastem Kansas. 

The digital vector maps were edited using the TOSCA module and then further 

processed using IORISI modules. The EDIT module was useo extensively to create script 
,\
 

"
 

files and attribute values files for each of the six counties of the study region and a pallette 

file to view the vector files with. Seven script files were created, one for each of the six 

counties and a seventh for the entire study region of southeastern Kansas. The script files 

prepare vector images to view with the PLOT module. The scIipt file overlays vector 

images (Figs. 6 & 7), and provides the user with tools such as the ability to write text, and 

choose the font, color, and the drawing space in preparation to view with the PLOT 

module. For each of the six counties and the entire study region the following vector files 

were overlayed by creating script files: the political boundaries, major hydrologic features 

of study region, the cities with largest populations, alluvial high-terrace and hill-top soils 
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Fig. 5. Basic digitized ou~put data provided by digital mapping systems such as 

TOSCA. These basic structures are always in the vector format. Taken from Avery and 

Berlin (1992, fig. 8-8). 

Ownership class 

Hydrology 

Geology 

Soils 

Land cover 

Base map 

Geographically referenced point or area / 

Fig. 6. Typical GIS data base structure. A geographically referenced series of 

overlays in either the vector or raster formats. Taken from Avery and Berlin (1992, fig. 8

2). 
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consisting of chert gravel, and alluvial low-terrace and floodplain soils. The names of the 

vector images created by the script file are: ALLEN, ANDERSON, COFFEY, NEOSHO, 

WOODSON, WILSON, AND STUDYP. The attribute value files were created to assign 

values to the specific geographic, geologic, and hydrologic features of interest within the 

study region. The pallette file was created to use with the PLOT module to view the 

vector images created with the script files. The pallette file conesponds with the attribute 

value files to assign color schemes with specific geographic, geologic, and hydrologic 

features of the study region. The name of the pallette file created to view the vector 

images with is SEKS. 

Steps and Procedures for the GIS Raster Data Base: 

The vector files are good for display purposes, but IDRISI lacks the ability to 

quantitatively analyze or print out these digital maps. Eastman (1992) described lDRiSi 

as a raster based microcomputer GIS. Therefore, the vector files were converted into 

raster fOlmat (Fig. 8) in order to quantitatively analyze and print out the resulting raster 

images. A raster image is a data glid in which each cell of the gtid is assigned an atttibute 

value that cOtTesponds with the geologic, geographic, or hydrologic feature being 

represented. In turn, this data grid corresponds with the grid of pixels on the computer 
\ J 

screen to display an image. The user observes an image made up of small square cells or 

pixels. This image is not so aesthetically pleasing to the eyes as the vector image, but the 

IORISI modules are more capable to analyze quantitatively an image or send an image to 

a printer. 

A series of steps and procedures were required to create, quantitatively analyze, 

and plint out the raster images. In order to convert the vector files into the raster format a 

blank grid was created for each of the polygon and line files composing the six-county 

study region using the INITIAL module. The blank grids were created using the same x 

and y UTM projection coordinates or the original vector files. The POLYRAS amI 
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Fig. 7. Point (A), line (8), and polygon (C) overlays in veclor format. Taken from 

Avery and Berlin (1992, fig. 8-3). 

... 

Fig. 8. Grid cells of the raster fonnat. Each cell is assigned an attribute value that 

corresponds with a geologic, hydrologic, or geographic feature on earth to create an 

image composed of squares. Taken from Eastman (1992, fig. 3). 
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LINERAS modules were used with the blank images to create raster representations of 

the vector polygon and line files while keeping the original UTM plane projection 

coordinates. 

The size of each pixel composing the raster images is a 100 by 100m square. The 

position of each pixel within the six raster images begins at 0 on the x axis. The position 

of each pixel within four of the six raster images begins at 0 on the y axis, except for 

Anderson and Woodson Counties that begin at 55 and 91. The OVERLAY module was 

used to build up the raster images (Fig. 6). The end result of overlaying the raster images 

were six complete images, one for each of the six counties of the southeastern Kansas 

study region. The AREA module was lIsed to calculate the areal coverages for each of the 

six counties in km2 for the following features of interest: alluvial high-ten'ace and hill-top 

soils consisting of chelt gravel, low-ten-ace, and t100dplain soils of alluvial origin. The six 

raster images of the southeastern Kansas study region were named as follows: ALL3,/' 

AND3, COFF3, NE03, WOOD3, WIL3. The pallette file PRINT was created llsing the 

COLOR module for plinting purposes. The images were plinted using the PAINT 

module, and transparencies were also made. 

Equipment Used to Create GIS Data Base: 
,\ 

A Gateway 2000 486SX-33V Intel Personal Computer with 600 megabytes of 

hard drive and 8 megabytes of RAM with a 16 inch Gateway 2000 Clystal Scan super 

VGA monitor was, used to create and edit this GIS data base. A Hitachi digitizing table 

was used to digitize the base maps and create vector images in the Em poria State 

University Geospatial Laboratory. The Hewlett Packard Paint Jet XL300 color printer in 

the EmpOlia State University Geospatial Laboratory was used to print raster images and 

transparencies. 
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Steps and Procedures for the lola Hydrologic Record Data Base: 

Stream-gage records were obtained from the United States Geological Survey in 

Lawrence, Kansas for all the the gaging stations on the lower Neosho River to determine 

discharge behavior before and after the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir. The 

stream-gage records taken at the lola gaging station were chosen for quantitative analysis 

because they met two criteria. First, the lola gaging station is located at an ideal site in the 

middle of the study region on the lower Neosho River. Second, the lola stream-gage 

records are more complete and cover a longer time interval, when compared to the 

records taken at other gaging stations on the lower Neosho River. 

The lola stream-gage records date from water-budget year 1917 to 1992 inclusive. 

A water-budget year begins on October 1st and ends on September 30th of the next year. 

The maximum annual discharge values were highlighted for each water-budget year 1917 

to 1992 inclusive (see Appendix B). 

The maximum annual discharge values were obtained to quantitatively <lnaly:t.c the 

flooding behavior of the lower Neosho River before and after the impoundment of John 

Redmond Reservoir. The maximum annual discharge is the most impoltant factor in the 

analysis of long-term records of river t100d behavior. The maximum annual discharge 

values were entered into spreadsheets. 
\ 

Three separate spreadsheets were created and quantitatively analyzed using the 

Microsoft Works for Windows software package. The maximum annual discharge values 

were entered for all the water-budget years 1917 to 1992 inclusive in the first spreadsheet. 

The maximum discharge values for the water-budget years 1917 to 1960, before the 

impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir, were entered into the second spreadsheet. 

The maximum discharge values for the water-budget years 1961 to 1992, after the 

impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir, were entered into the third spreadsheet. The 

maximum annual discharge values were rearranged in order of magnitude, from highest to 

lowest, for the second and third spreadsheets using a sorting function. Therefore, all the 
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maximum annual discharge values were realTanged according to magnitude for both 

before the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir and after the impoundment of John 

Redmond Reservoir. 

The mean annual flood and its standard deviation was determined for the second 

and third spreadsheets using average and standard deviation calculation functions. The 

mean annual flood is the average of yearly maximum discharges and has a typical 

recurrence interval of 2 to 3 years. Therefore, the mean annual flood and its standard 

deviation were detennined for periods before the impoundment of John Redmond 

Reservoir and after the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir. 

The Microsoft Works for Windows Spreadsheet (MWWS) software package was 

used to create three charts depicting the numerical data in all three spreadsheets. A chart 

was created for the first spreadsheet depicting the maximum annual discharges in cubic 

feet per second (cfs) of the lower Neosho River taken at the lola, Kansas gaging statioll 

from water-budget years 1917 to 1992 inclusive. A chart was created for the second 

spreadsheet depicting the maximum annual discharges in order of magnitude and in cfs of 

the lower Neosho River taken at the lola, Kansas gaging station before the impoundment 

of John Redmond Reservoir. A chart was created for the third spreadsheet depicting the 

maximum annual discharges in order of magnitude and in cfs of the lower Neosho River 

taken at the lola, Kansas gaging station after the impoundment of John Redmond 

Reservoir. 

Steps a,nd Procedures for Field Observations of Gravel Bars: 

The focus of the field observations was the study of gravel bars in relationship to 

channel geometry within the lower Neosho River of southeastern Kansas. Three different 

sites were chosen for accessibility and as representative examples of the different gravel 

bar types encountered within the lower Neosho River channeL These three gravel bar 
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sites were located at Burlington in Coffey County, Neosho Falls in Woodson County, and -/ 

Humboldt in Allen County (Fig. 1). 

Standard instruments were used for field operations. The gravel bar sites were 

measured from the center at 20 degree intervals am] survey flags were planted on the 

perimeter of each of the sites at these intervals. The distance of prominent land fOnTIS 

from the gravel bar sites such as dams and channel banks were measured. A shovel, pick, 

paper and plastic bags, and boxes were used to take sediment samples at strategic points 

on each of the gravel bar sites. A permanent black ink magic marker was used to properly 

label the bags and boxes the samples were deposited into. A camera was used to take 

black and white as well as color photographs at each site. 

A total of fifteen samrles were taken from different strategic roints on five gravel 

bars at different sites. There were four locations sampled from head to lee on the 

Burlington gravel bar labeled A-D. There were five locations sampleu from head to lee on 

two gravel bars at Neosho Falls labeled A-E. There were six locations sampled from head 

to lee on two gravel bars at Humboldt labeled A-F. 

A field notebook was used to note all numerical data and pertinent observations. 

The measurements taken at each site were recorded In the notebook Also, any 

observations concern~ng gravel bar features were recorded at each si te in the notebook. 

According to scale, reproductions of the gravel bar sites and surrounding features were 

drawn on graph paper and placed in the notebook. The resident biologist, James Sumner, 

provided insights on the suitability of the observed riffles as potential Neosho madtom 

habitats and these insights were noted. 

TIle samples collected at the gravel bar sites were analyzed for size distIibution and 

color at the laboratory at Emporia State University. Size distribution analysis was 

achieved by wet sieving and dry weighing to separate out the following sediment fraction 

grades: >25 mm, 16-25 mm, 8-16 mm, 4-8 mm, 2-4 mm, <2 mm. Sand and silt sized 

samples were disposed of. Only the samples of chert pebble grade 16-25 mm were used 
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for color analysis using the GSA Rock Color Chart. The following students participated in 

the field and laboratory studies at Emporia State University: R.D. Byerley, C.W. Mata Jr., 

D.A. Pollock, lL. Sumner, K. Takashima. 

I 

.'. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS.
 

GIS Data Bases: 

The GIS maps, created using IORISI, depict the areal coverage of alluvial upland 

chert gravel deposits in each of the six counties of the study region. The gravels of the 

study region form an asymmetl1cal pattern as previous studies of other regions of eastern 

Kansas have documented (Law 1986; Sleezer 1990; Aber 1992; Kmeger 1993). The 

gravels are found on the northern sides of the west to east and on the western sides of the 

nOlth to south reaches of the lower Neosho River and its main tL1but31ies. The GIS maps 

depict a widespread distribution of upland chert gravels that follows the upper reaches of 

the lower Neosho River in Coffey County and extends into Anderson County. The lower 

reaches of the Neosho River ill Allcn, Neosho, Wombon, and Wilson COlilltics :Ire 

surrounded by fewer chert gravel deposits. O'Connor (1953) noted the lack of gravel 

deposits following the lower reaches of the Neosho River. The six county raster maps 

display the areal coverage of upland chert gravels in relation to the modern drainage of 

southeastern Kansas (see Plates 1 - VI in Appendix C). 

The alluvial floodplain and low-tel):ace soils compose the channel banks and 
\ 

sUlTounding telTain of the modern major liver valleys. The sediment derived from these 

soils enters the river via bank erosion due to meander migration, flooding events, and 

channel degradation on the lower Neosho River. As these soils are potential sources of 

chert pebble and cobble gravel sediment to replenish gravel bars, they are of interest to 

this study. The percentage of chelt gravel sediment composing these soils is 

undocumented. Most of the sediments composing the channel banks of the lower Neosho 

River are silt and clay (Osterkamp and Hedman, 1981). The six county raster maps depict 

the areal coverage of alluvial floodplain and 1ow-telTace soils surrounding the lower 

Neosho River. The areal limits of the alluvial floodplain soils are well defined, but the 
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areal limits of the low-ten'ace soils are arbitrary in some places. In many cases, the low-

terrace soils extend onto upland bedrock telTains and this is why arbitrary boundaries were 

emplaced for them. 

The basic geographic and major hydrologic features are depicted on the six-county 

raster maps. The basic geographic features for each county are political boundaries and 

largest cities. The following cities and corresponding counties in Kansas are depicted on 

the raster images: lola in Allen County, Garnett in Anderson County, Burlington in 

Coffey County, Chanute in Neosho County, Yates Center in Woouson County, and 

Neodesha in Wilson County. 

The six county raster maps were analyzed to calculate the areal coverages of the 

following alluvial features: upland chert gravels presellt on high (erraces ami hill lOps. 

alluvium of tloodplains, and alluvium of low terraces (Table 2). The total areal coverages 

of t100dplains and adjacent low terraces of the modern major river valleys of the study 

region are 547 km2 for the former and 410 km 2 for the latter The total areal coverage of 

01pe soils within the study region is 144 km 2. The high-terrace and hill-top gravels of the 

study region are rarely in close proximity to the modern river valleys. In fact, Anderson 

County exhibits neither floodplains nor low terraces, but has 50 km2 of hill-top and higb

terrace gravels. Also, southem Coffey County exhibits neither an extended area of 
,\. 

floodplains nor low ten'aces, but has widespread upland chert gravel deposits. 

Results and Interpretations of the lola Stream-Gage Records: 

The mean annual flood was calculated using stream-gage records taken at the lola 

gaging station on the lower Neosho River before and after the impoundment of John 

Redmond Reservoir. These stream-gage records were analyzed for water-budget years 

1917 - 1992 inclusive. The results of this analysis proves larger peak discharges OCCUlTed 

with more vaIiability from year to year before the impoundment of John Redmond 

Reservoir in 1961 thaI1 after (Fig. 9). 
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County Floodplain Low Ten'ace .llp.land Gravels 

Allen 77 98 14 

Anderson - - 50 

Coffey 141 145 59 

Neosho 152 61 8 

Woodson 29 36 5 

Wilson 148 7U ~ 

Total 547 410 144 

Table 2. Estimates of areal coverage in km2 for alluvium of noodplain and low 

telTaces of the major river valleys and surrounding hill-top and high-terrace gravels within 

the six-county study region of southeastern Kansas (Abel' ami Byerley, Il)94b). 
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Figure 9. Peak annual discharges for water-budget years 1917 - 1992 inclusive, 

before and after the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir. Data from stream-gage 

records taken at lola gaging station (see Appendix B). 
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Before the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir, the mean annual nood on 

the lower Neosho River at the lola gaging station was 31,400 cfs with a standard 

deviation of 50,820 cfs. These figures are indicative of the high variability of peak 

discharges that oCCUlTed on the natural Neosho River channel before regulation. Also. the 

mean annual flood before John Redmond Reservoir corresponds closely with the bank-full 

flow at the lola gaging station. Butch LaCock (USGS, Lawrence, pel's. com.) has 

determined that bank-full now is 32,300 cfs based on the discharge rating curve at lola. 

After the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir, the mean annual J:1oot.! 

became 21,700 cfs with a standard deviation of only 8925 cfs. These calculations are 

indicative of a reduction of approximately 30 pen:enL in mean annual flood and much less 

variability in peak discharges after John Redmond Reservoir. Also. Ihis mean ::Innuallloocl 

is well below bank-full flow for the lola cross-sectional reach. Therefore, the reservoir 

provides for a strongly regulated and consistant downstream discharge that rarely reaches 

bank-full tlow or higher. 

Flooding and Chelt Gravel Transportation and Deposition: 

A central theme of this study is that only during large tloods are chert gravels 

eroded out of their present positions within the surrounding low-terrace and tloodplain 
,\ 

alluvium or reworked from the gravel bars, bedload, or alluvial fill beneath and within the 

channel. Only during large tloods are chert gravels transporled downstream anu deposited 

within gravel bars. Wolman and Leopold (1957) claimed the most erosive flooding events 

were at bank-full flow, but Hedman et al. (1974) observed out-of-bank flooding events 

were the most erosive in Kansas. The bank-full flow and out-of-bank flooding events are 

necessaLy to erode cohesive channel banks (Wolman and Leopold 1957). The channel 

banks sun'ounding the lower Neosho River are composed of cohesive sediments. 

Before the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir, the natural Neosho River 

channel experienced many flooding events at or near the lola bank-full flow estimate of 
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32,300 cfs and many out-of-bank flooding events (Fig. 10). The infamous 1951 flood, 

which occured during water budget year 1950, reached a maximum discharge around 

350,000 cfs. 

After the impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir, the regulated Neosho River 

only expelienced a single flooding event having a peak discharge of bank-full flow or 

greater (Fig. 11). In 1986, due to reservoir management, the lower Neosho River 

experienced a peak discharge that exceeded 50,000 ds. The summer nom.l of 1993, 

water-budget year 1992, reached a peak discharge of only 26,400 cfs, well below bank-full 

now, even though a far greater volume of discharge hall r10wed lhn)Ugll tile channel in 

1993 than in 1986. 
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Fig. 10. Before the reservoir, there were many peak annual discharges on the 

lower Neosho River at lola near or above the bank-full flow estimate of 32,300 cfs. There 

were several large out-of-bank t100ds that exceeded 50,000 cfs. 
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PEAK WATER DISCHARGE AFTER RESERVOIR 
IlJI.AGAUGING STATIIJN 
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Fig. 11. After the reservoir, nearly all the peak annual discharges are below the 

bank-full flow estimate of 32,300 cfs for the lower Neosho River at lola, except for water 

budget year 1986. In 1986, the peak annual discharge exceeded 50,000 cfs. 
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Gravel Bars and Riffles: 

The following gravel bar sites and associated riffles were analyzed for general 

geometry and suitability for Neosho madtom habitats within the lower Neosho River: 

Burlington, Neosho Falls, and Humboldt (see Fig. 1 for general locations). The river 

channel was quite low, generally 1 - 2 feet (30 - 60 cm) deep at the time of the field study. 

Therefore, the conditions for observing channel and gravel bar features of the lower 

Neosho River were ideal. These gravel bar sites are stationary as evidenced by 20-year

old topographic maps. 

The Burlington gravel bars and rimes are heavily influcnced by the upstream low-

water dam and associated plunge pool beneath it. This low-water dam and plunge pool 

are in dose proximity, 60 meters, of the gravel bars and riflles. The main gravel bar is 

large enough to be qualified as an island. Leopold et al. (1964) discllssed the creation of 

gravel bars or islands within close proximity of dams and plunge poob. The build-up or 

atIDoring of sediment within close proximity of a dam anu plunge pool is creatcd by thc 

high-energy flow conditions associated with them and results in the leveling of the slope of 

the channel bed. The island is stable enough to support tree root growth that is exposed 

on the west side due to stream erosion. The island has an asymmetrical lobate or 

"teardrop" configuration. The channel to the west of the gravel island was deeper and the 
.'. 

island exhibited more erosional features on this side. 

In general, the gravel island is composed of sandy pebble gravel with some silt 

intermixed in the more elevated portions. The low-lying and rounded head and the 

tapering lee portions of the island are composed of large, flat limestone cobbles called 

flagstones, derived from the bedrock under the plunge pool (Figs. 12 & 13). The 

flagstones are tilted upstream, a condition called imbrication. The highest segment of 

gravel bar is the midsection, it is elevated 2 ill above the base of the island. This segment 

is covered by small sand dunes and trees. The west flank of the island exhibits rippled 

sand due to previous high-flow conditions within the channel. 
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There are several riffles within the channel in front of and beside the main gravel 

island (Figs. 12 & 14). The resident biologist, James L. Sumner, had previous experience 

with the Neosho madtom and its habitat He judged these riffles as suitable Neosho 

madtom habitats. These riffles are formed in low-water conditions and composed of well-

sorted coarse pebble gravels with little to no sandy matrix material infIlling the spaces 

inbetween. 

I· 
I 

/ 

Fig. 12. Photograph of the head portion of main gravel island at Burlington dam 

site. Head of the gravel island in the center; upstream riffle to the far right; stream-flow is 

from left to right Photo by lS. Aber, 3/94. 
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Fig. 13. Photograph of the lee portion of the main gravel island at the Burlington 

dam site. This segment consists of chert-pebble gravel covered by limestone flagstones 

derived from plunge pool. Stream-flow is from left to right. Photo by J. S. Aber, 3/94. 

Fig. 14. Photograph of the upstream Burlington low-water dam. The main island 

is to the right and the riffles are in the center. The riffles are suitable Neosho madtom 

habitats. Photo by J.S. Aber, 3/94. 
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The Neosho Falls site consists of two naturally formed gravel bars, void of man

made obstructions within the channel. A low-water dam and a high-water bridge are 

located further upstream from the gravel bars, but they are far enough away not to 

influence directly their formations. It was judged this is a gravel-bar complex formed 

under normal-flow conditions and exhibits the standard channel geometry for naturally 

occuring bars and riffles within the lower Neosho River channel. 

The gravel-bar complex mimics a braided river with a series of gravel bars 

separated by channels (Fig. 15). The gravel bar to the east formed next to the channel 

bank and the gravel bar to the west formed in the middle of the channel. The west gravel 

bar formed in the middle of the channel above a resistant clay substratum. The bars are 

low-lying and nearly flat, the highest elevation reached above the base of the low-water 

level mark was 2 feet (60 em). The elevated portion of the west gravel bar is stable 

Fig. 15. Photograph of gravel-bar complex at Neosho Falls. Note the braided 

configuration of gravel bars separated by channels. View downstream; photo by 1. S. 

Aber, 3/94. 
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enough to sustain sparse vegetation. The smface of the gravel bars is composed of 

imbricated chelt gravel pebbles and locally derived flat sandstones at the head with chert-

pebble gravel intilled with a sandy matrix material downstream towards the lee. The 

length to width ratios of these gravel bars are 3: 1 to 4: 1. The riffles at this site are not 

suitable habitat for the Neosho madtom, because they are composed of chelt gravel 

pebbles infilled with a sandy matrix material. The following physical channel and bar 

features and their locations are mapped for the Neosho Falls site (Fig. 16): 

1.	 The superposed gravel dunes present at the heads of the large bars and sometimes 

on the flanks. 

2.	 The lobate or "teardrop" geometry of the gravel bars. 

3.	 The large gravel bars exhibiting blunt heads upstream and tapering lees 

downstream. 

4.	 The larger sediments, such as the size of tlagstones and some cobbles, exhibiting 

imbrication at the heads of gravel bars. 

5.	 The rippled sand eroded from the channel bank adjacent to the east gravel bar. 

6.	 The restliction of shallow riffles and submerged bars to the upstream and 

downstream ends of the gravel-bar complex. 

The Humboldt low-water dam and plunge pool site consists of two downstream 
,\ 

gravel bars on oppositesides of the channel located adjacent to the banks. The larger of 

the two gravel bars is to the east. It consists of three superposed lobate dunes composed 

of locally delived large flagstones of sandstone, chelt gravels, and man-made materials 

from bank: erosion at the head, pebble gravels at the midsections, and sandy pebble gravels 

towards the lee (Fig. 17). The superposition of the dunes probably resulted from the high 

flows of 1993. The smaller bar adjacent to the west bank is heavily damaged due to 

vehicle use. The riffles are located downstream, but are not suitable Neosho madtom 

habitats because they lack the open-framework structure that the riffles at the Burlington 
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Fig. 16. Survey map of the gravel-bar complex at Neosho Falls, Kansas. The 
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site exhibited. The chert gravels composing these riffles are infilled with a sandy matrix 

similiar to the riffles seen at Neosho Falls. 

All three gravel bars and associated rin1es observed 011 the lower Neosho River 

shared common charactelistics with respect to their oligins, compositions, suitability for 

Neosho madtom habitats, and channel geometry. Gravel bars and riffles form in the center 

and adjacent to the banks at sites where the appropriate channel bed conditions exist. The 

presence of erosion resistent sediment such as clay in the substratum or a low-waler dam 

and plunge pool upstream are deciding factors as to whether a gravel bar is to form and 

remain at that location. Gravel bars and rimes are strongly inf1uenced by local sources of 

sediment derived from underneath the plunge pool and the surrounding channel banks. 

The water velocity within the channel, flooding events, and the position of the gravel bar 

within the meander of the channel all influence gravel bar position and geometry. The 

point-bar sequence, in which the sediment builds up on the inside berm and erosion on the 

outside, does not exactly apply. The lower Neosho River mcandcrs and thc bank that 

receives the greatest water velocity exhibits erosional features and the opposite side is 

depositional. The gravel bar is a lobate configuration; sediment is gained upstream at the 

blunt and rounded head and lost downstream at the tapering lee. 

Basal Chert Gravels Within the Alluvial Fill of the Modem Floodplain: 

Basal chert gravel sources within the alluvial fill underneath the modern floodplains 

sUlTounding the Fall River in Wilson County, Kansas and the lower Neosho River in 

Neosho County, Kansas appear aburidant. Mining operations of basal chert gravels from 

underneath floodplains sUlTounding the lower Neosho River near the town of St. Paul in 

Neosho County, Kansas were observed. Also, Foreman (1995) observed basal chert 

gravels weatheling out of the alluvial fill underneath the modem floodplain sUlTounding 

the Fall River in Wilson County, Kansas during field studies. 
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Laboratory Results for Texture and Color Analysis of Gravel Bar Sediment Samples: 

The results show variability in the size distribution for sediment sampled (see 

Appendix D). The sediment appeared to be uniformly distributed at each site. The heads 

of the gravel bars were covered with larger and coarser material and the lees with smaller 

and finer material. This apparently is only the surface appearance of the gravel bars 

sampled. The most prevalent size grade for samples taken at all three study sites was 8 

16 mm. The typical sediment samples tested were 10 percent to over 20 percent matrix « 

2 mm) material and only a few samples tested had more than 5 percent coarse gravel> 25 

mm ill SIze. 

The color of the pebbles tested were predominantly yellowish brown (10 YR). 

Most of the samples were in the moderate yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) or dark yellowish 

brown (10 YR 4/2) range. The color pattern is for darker chert pebbles upstream at 

Burlington, Kansas and lighter pebbles at the two other sites downstream. 
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CHAPTER 5. INTERPRETATIONS. 

Chert Gravel Sources: 

The ability of chelt gravels upstream of, sUlTounding, and underneath the modern 

lower Neosho River valley to erode out of their present positions and enter the channel are 

limited. It is assumed at least 95 to 99 percent of all tractive sediment transported 

downstream from the Flint Hills region reaches John Redmond Reservoir and settles down 

to the bottom of it. Therefore, the lower Neosho River receives little to no sediment from 

upstream of the reservoir. The only other possible chelt gravel sources are upland chert 

gravels in the area, and the low-terrace and floodplain alluvium surrounding and 

underneath the modern lower Neosho River valley. The upland chert gravels are not a 

viable source due to their high topographic positions above and remote locations away 

from the modern drainage valley. The low-terrace and floodplain alluvium are composed 

primarily of fine-grained sand, silt, and clay, but not a well-documented source of chert 

gravel sediments. Even at locations where basal chert gravels appear abundant anu arc 

mined from the alluvial fill underneath modern t1oodplains, it is Jifficult to determine how 

abundant of a resource these gravels really are. Therefore, the low-ten'ace and floodplain 

soils that comprise the sun'ounding channel banks and the alluvial fill underneath the 

modern lower Neosho River are the only viable sources with the potential to resupply the 

channel with chert gravel. 

Chert Gravels and Flooding: 

The channel banks surrounding the lower Neosho River are composed of a 

cohesive combination of fine sand, silt, and clay sediment with some chelt gravels held 

together within a strong root matrix. Only during strong flooJing events Joes erosion of 

these channel banks take place. The most erosive floods that create the largest amount of 
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change in channel geometry due to stream downcutting or the reworking of the bed-load 

sedimeI1ts are during bank-full and out-of-bank flooding events. These types of flooding 

events were much more frequent before the advent of John Redmond Reservoir than after. 

The mean annual flood for the Neosho River before John Redmond Reservoir was 

close to bank-full flow. This indicates the channel expetienced many erosive and channel 

altering bank-full and out-of-bank flooding events before 1961. The chelt gravel sediment 

was transpOlted from upstream sources in the Flint Hills region, eroded out of the channel 

banks, and reworked from the bed to be deposited downstream. The chert gravel sources 

were plentiful and the hydrology of the region sufficient to adequately resupply gravel to 

downstream bed and bars. 

After the advent of John Redmond Reservoir in 1961, the mean annual flood was 

reduced to well below bank-full flow. The lower Neosho River has stabilized and shows 

downstream changes such as channel degradation and narrowing of the channel width. 

The lower Neosho River channel is narrower, Jeeper, ami less prone to bankcliLting and 

meander migration, which lessens the chance for erosion of floodplain alluvium. Now, the 

Neosho River experiences few erosive out-of-bank or bank-hIll discharges due to 

reservoir management. 

Since 1961, the ,,only flooding event having a discharge rate of bank-full flow or 

greater was in 1986 and this was due to reservoir management not the result of a natural 

flow event. This event resulted in a one-day out-of-bank now discharge rate that went 

back to below bank-full flow the next day. Even dUling the flood of 1993 (water-budget 

year 1992) the discharge rate reached only 26,400 cfs due to reservoir management; even 

though a far greater volume of discharge had flowed through the channel over time than in 

1986. 

Reservoir management has eliminated the natural ability of the river to produce 

erosive bank-full or greater discharges. Therefore, the river no longer has the ability to 

erode the channel banks and rework the bed-load sediment to resupply gravel to 
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downstream reaches and bars. Instead, reservoir management has increased the baseflow 

which has swept away existing bed-load material and lowered the slope. Some reaches of 

the lower Neosho River flow on bedrock, because bed-load has all been swept away. 

Also, all water discharged from the reservoir into the lower Neosho River is void of any 

sediments larger than colloids. This sediment-free discharge does not help resupply 

downstream beds and bars. The supply of chert gravel sediment that in the past frequently 

replenished the gravel bars and bed of the lower Neosho River 110 longer exists due to the 

John Redmond Reservoir. 

Chert Gravel Bars, Riffles, and Dredging: 

The chert gravel sources of the lower Neosho River are limited and due to John 

Redmond Reservoir the liver no longer has the ability to erode the channel banks and bed 

to replenish chert gravel bars and their associated riffles. Therefore, the supply of chert 

gravel sediment to replenish the gravel bars amJ rinks of the lower Ncosllll River arc 

finite. Unless the chert gravel bars and riffles are artificially replaced after dredging. by 

placing gravel mounds at the appropriate 5 - 7 channel widths, the river eventually will 

become depleted of gravel sediment. The upland chert gravels surrounding the mooern 

river valley could be milled alld used to construct artificial riffles on the lower Neosho , 

River. 

A follow-up study to Edds (1993) reconnaisance survey of riffle-bar sites on the 

Neosho River has determined over half of the proposed sites no longer exist or are not 

chelt gravel riffles at all (Eberle and Stark 1995). Out of 934 predicted liffle-bar sites on 

the Neosho River only an estimated 330 sites are actually rime-bars or still remain since 

the reconnaisance survey. This is fUlther evidence chert gravel bars and riffles within the 

lower Neosho River channel are not being replenished with gravels and so dredging of 

these gravels may pose a problem. 
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According to Cross (1967) and Cross and Collins (1975), the suitable habitat for 

the Neosho madtom are riffles with an open-framework structure, free of a fine-grained 

sandy matrix in-filling. Most of the riffles accompanying the chelt gravel bars of the lower 

Neosho River, observed during field studies in March of 1994, were not open-framework 

structures, void of a sandy matrix in-filling. Therefore, the number of suitable Neosho 

madtom habitats may be limited. The dredging of the gravel bars and riffles on the lower 

Neosho River may affect the Neosho madtom habitat because the river lacks the ability to 

transport and deposit new gravels on a sustained long-term basis. The threatened statlls of 

the Neosho madtom is a symptom of human control of the lower Neosho River by the 

impoundment of John Redmond Reservoir and the subsequent management of that 

reservoir. Even if dredging operations continue to be banned on the lower Neosho River, 

the Neosho madtom may be doomed due to human controls having created a situation in 

which chert gravel sources resupplying this section of the river are finite and non

renewable in the future. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS. 

1. The areal coverage of alluvial floodplain soils is a total of 547 km2 within the six-

county study region. The areal coverage of alluvial low-terrace soils is a total of 410 km2 

for the six-county study region. The areal coverage of old upland alluvial soils consisting 

of chelt gravel is a total of 144 km2 for the six-county study region. 

2. The high-ten'ace and hill-top chert gravel deposits are widespread and numerous within 

the six-county study region, especially Coffey and Anderson Counties, but they are not 

viable sources to replenish gravel bars within the lower Neosho River channel. The chert 

gravels are resistant to erosion, topographically located high ;1!1(lVC the m;\jor drainage 

valleys, and in some segments of the study region are isolated from a major drainage valley 

altogether. 

3. Low-ten'ace and t100dpJain alluvium surrounding and underneath the lower Neosho 

River channel used to be eroded on a frequent basis due to bank-full and out-of-bank 

flooding events. The alluvial sediment derived from these erosive tlooding events included 

some chelt gravels. In the more southern counties of the study region, Neosho and 

I 
I 

Wilson Counties, basal chert gravels were observed being mined or eroded out of 

floodplain alluvium sun'ounding the Fall and Neosho Rivers. Since the advent of John 

I Redmond Reservoir in 1961, the chelt gravels no longer enter the channel to replenish , 

I
 
gravel bars on a frequent basis due to the lack of floods of magnitude.
 

4. John Redmond Reservoir and the management of discharge into the lower Neosho 

River chalU1el has had a profound effect on downstream hydraulics and river chalU1el 

features. The reservoir serves as a man-made and absolute barrier to the transportation of 

chelt gravels downstream. Due to reservoir management, the baseflow has increased 

since 1961, sweeping away bed-load sediment and not replacing it. Reservoir 
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management has stabilized the lower Neosho River by disallowing discharges into it at 

bank-full or above. 

5. The chert gravel sources within the lower Neosho River to replenish gravel bars and 

rimes are finite. The extraction of the chert gravels currently present within the channel 

would not be replaced. The Neosho madtom and its habitat may be in danger due to the 

depletion of gravels and the species dependence on open-framework structures free from 

in-fllling material. The placing of artificial rift1es, mined from upland chelt gravel deposits, 

at 5 -7 channels widths could provide for suitable Neosho madtom habitat" in the future. 
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Appendix A: County and Quadrangle Topographic Maps. 

The 1 : 100,000 metric scale county maps that were used as base maps to digitize from 

are: 

Allen County, Kansas 100,OOO-scale Meu'ic Topographic Map (1986) 

Anderson County, Kansas 100,OOO-scale Metric Topographic Map (1987) 

Coffey County, Kansas lOO,OOO-scale Metric Topographic Map ( 1982) 

Neosho County, Kansas lOO,OOO-scale Metric Topographic Map (1981) 

Woodson County, Kansas 1OO,OOO-scale Metric Topographic Map (1987) 

Wilson County, Kansas lOO,OOO-scale Mett1c Topographic Map (1987) 

The 1 : 24,000 topographic quadrangles used as base maps to L1jgiti:t.e from are: 

Aliceville Elsmore 

Altoona Erie 

Blue Mound Five Mounds 

Bronson Fredonia 

Buffalo Galesburg 

Burlington Garnett East 

. Bush City Gamett SE 

Buxton Garnett West 

Centerville Glidley 

Chanute Glidley NW 

Coyville Gridley SE 

Earlton Harris 
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Appendix A-continued 
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Appendix B: Maximum Annual Discharges. 

The following maximum annual discharges are in cfs and were taken from the lola stream

gage records that span water budget years 1917 - 1992: 

1917 == 11,000 1938 == 2,860 

1918 == 17,400 1939 == 6,950 

1919 == 4,500 1940 = 31,800 

1920 == 9,320 J941 == 35,600 

1921 == 28,000 1942 = 36,300 

1922 == 31,800 1943 == 68,200 

1923 == 6,070 1944 == 42,200 

1924 == 11,300 1945 == 22,400 

1925 == 69,200 1946 == 27, I00 

1926 = 27,000 1947 == 79,300 

1927 == 36,300 1948 == 21,000 

1928 == 47,400 1949 == IH,~O() 

1929 == 19,800 1950 == 344,000 

1930 == 5,290 1951 == 15,000 

1931 = 20,200 1952 == 3,920 

1932 == 9,320 1953 == 12,400 

1933 == 15,300 1954 == 7,340 

1934 == 25,900 1955 == 6,230 

1935 == 17,400 1956 == 20,300 

1936 == 11,300 1957 == 22,900 

1937 == 39,100 1958 == 15,000 
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1959 = 19,400 

1960 = 41,300 

1961 = 25,400 

1962 = 12,300 

1963 =10,100 

1964 = 16,800 

1965 = 8,800 

1966 = 26,100 

1967 = 17,400 

1968 = 29,500 

1969 = 30,200 

1970 = 12,300 

1971 = 15,200 

1972 = 24,100 

1973 = 26,400 

1974 = 24,900 

1975 = 9,600 

1976 = 18,900 

1977= 19,000 

1978 = 23,800 

1979 = 23,700 

1980 = 8,620 

1981 = 25,000 

1982 = 20,900 

Appendix B-continued 

1983 = 18,500 

1984 =29,300 

1985 = 28,600 

1986 = 51,900 

19S7 =2S,400 

1988 = 20,900 

19S9 = 24,300 

1990 = 6,260 

]991 =28,200 

1992 = 26,400 

~
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Appendix C: Color Plates For Individual Counties. 

'j 

Color scheme for county maps: 

Alluvial upland chert gravels Bright red 

Low terrace alluvium (major valleys only) Brown 

Floodplain alluvium (major valleys only) Yellow 

Major hydrologic features (rivers and lakes) Dark blue 

Principal city (largest center of population) Pale pink 

General county area Green 

I
I
I
 
I'
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Appendix D: Laboratory Results. 

Sampk Weight W (%) Color 25-16 nun 

Burlington A Init 2354.3 10 YR 5/4 2 

> 25 0 0 10 YR 4/2 11 

25-16 204.0 8.7 10 YR 2/2 3 

16-8 729.2 31.0 5 YR 4/4 I 

8-4 876.8 37.2 5 YR 3/4 1 

4-2 420.0 17.8 

<2 124.3 5.3 

Burlington B Init 2698.3 10 YR 5/4 2 

> 25 67.7 2.5 lO YR 4/2 [0 

25-16 408.7 15. J 10 YR 2/2 4 

16-8 789.4 29.3 5 YR 3/2 5 

8-4 580.0 21.5 5 YR 3/4 6 

4-2 251.5 9.3 

<2 601.0 22.3 

Burlington C Init 2214.3 10 YR 2/2 1 

> 25 0 0 10 YR 4/2 12 

25-16 132.7 6.0 

16-8 500.6 22.6 

8-4 644.1 29.1 

4-2 436.5 19.7 

<2 500.4 22.5 
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Sam12k Weight 

Burlington D !nit 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

Neosho Falls A Init 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

Neosho Falls B Init 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

W 

2376.6 

202.4 

496.3 

707.0 

519.3 

281.5 

170.1 

2174.7 

55.7 

219.7 

527.1 

357.J 

231.0 

783.8 

2741.6 

0 

376.4 

777.2 

646.0 

348.7 

593.3 

(%) 

8.5 

20.9 

29.7 

21.9 

11.8 

7.2 

2.6 

10.1 

24.2 

16.4 

10.6 

36.0 

0 

13.7 

28.3 

23.6 

12.7 

21.6 

Color 25-16 rom 

10 YR 2/2 4 

10 YR 4/2 18 

10 YR 6/2 

10 YR 5/4 3 

10 YR 2/2 2 

10 YR 4/2 I 1 

10 YR 8/2 1 

10 YR 5/4 6 

10 YR2/2 3 

10 YR 5/4 15 

10 YR 4/2 14 

10 YR 6/6 1 

10 YR 6/2 2 

10 R5/4 1 
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Samnk Weight 

Neosho Falls C Init 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

Neosho Falls D Init 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

Neosho Falls E Init 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

1 

W 

2430.1 

88.1 

485.6 

720.8 

543.8 

268.0 

323.5 

2499.8 

0 

285.6 

642.3 

593.3 

280.1 

698.5 

2438.2 

0 

127.0 

648.1 

514.8 

301.0 

847.3 

73 

(%) 

3.6 

20.0 

29.7 

22.4 

t1.0 

13.3 

0 

11.4 

25.7 

23.7 

11.2 

27.9 

0 

5.2 

26.6 

21.1 

12.3 

34.8 

Color 25-16 mm 

10 YR 5/4 28 

10 YR 4/2 1I 

10 YR712 1 

10 YR 812 5 

10 YR 5/4 

10 YR 412 6 

5 YR 3/4 2 

10 YR 4/2 7 

10 YR 5/4 5 



Sam~ Weight fg} (%) Color 25-16 mm 

Humboldt A Init 2257.3 10 YR 2/2 2 

> 25 138.3 6.1 10 YR 4/2 37 

25-16 495.7 22.0 10 YR 5/4 6 

16-8 646.9 28.7 

8-4 346.2 15.3 

4-2 275.1 12.2 

<2 355.1 15.7 

HumboldtB Init 2361.8 10 YR 5/4 13 

> 25 61.7 2.6 10 YR 4/2 20 

25-16 361.7 15.3 

16-8 744.8 31.5 

8-4 619.1 26.2 

4-2 381.9 16.2 

<2 192.6 8.2 

HumboldtC '. Init 2911.8 10 YR 5/4 20 

> 25 20.1 0.7 10 YR 4/2 19 

25-16 614.8 21.1 10 YR 2/2 2 

16-8 780.8 26.8 5 YR 4/4 8 

8-4 428.5 14.7 5 YR 3/4 2 

4-2 254.9 8.8 10 R 3/4 1 

<2 812.7 27.9 
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Samnk Weight 

HumboldtD Init 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

Humboldt E Init 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

Humboldt F ,\ In it 

> 25 

25-16 

16-8 

8-4 

4-2 

<2 

.w (0/0) Color 25-16 mm 

2749.5 10 YR 2/2 2 

0 0 10 YR 4/2 24 

190.4 6.9 10 YR 8/2 2 

490.5 17.8 10 YR 5/4 9 

377.7 13.7 

325.0 11.8 

1365.9 49.7 

2514.0 10 YR 4/2 21 

141.5 5.6 10 YR 5/4 21 

492.9 19.6 

467.7 18.6 

357.0 l4.2 

196.3 7.8 

858.6 34.1 

2756.0 10 YR 4/2 :12 
315.9 11.5 10 YR 5/4 8 

533.5 19.4 5 YR 3/4 1 

625.2 22.7 

435.1 15.R 

265.4 9.6 

580.9 21.1 
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COLOR TOTALS BY SITE: 

Burlington (A-D) 

No. % 

10 YR (yellowish brown) 

8/2 

7/4 

6/2 1 1.2 

6/6 

5/4 7 8.5 

4/2 49 59.8 

2/2 12 14.6 

Neosho Falls (A-E) 

No. % 

6 4.9 

1 0.8 

2 1.6 

I n.B 

55 45.1 

49 40.2 

5 4.1 

Humboldt (A-F) 

No. % 

2 0.8 

77 30.9 

153 61.4 

5 2.0 

.5. YR (brown) 

4/4 

3/4 

3/2 

7 

5 

1.2 

8.5 

6.1 

2 1.6 

R 

3 

3.2 

1.2 

10 R (reddish brown) 

5/4 

3/4 

1 0.8 

1 0.4 

/ 
Total 82 122 249 

* Colors alTanged from lightest (8/2) to darkest (2/2) in each categOly. 
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Appendix E: Computer Raster Image Files. 

(Disk in pocket on p. 79) 

Raster Image File Description	 File Name 

1. Allen County, Kansas	 ALL 

2. Anderson County, Kansas	 AND 

3. Coffey County, Kansas	 COFF 

4. Neosho County, Kansas	 NEO 

S. Woouson County, Kansas	 WOOD 

6. Wilson County, Kansas	 WIL 

*	 All raster image files are vieweu with the PRINT paJlclle file using the IDRISI 

COLOR module. 
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